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Everything you need to know about getting the baby or toddler to rest -- from America's foremost baby and
childcare experts.With a sharp concentrate on the practical tools and techniques, The Baby Sleep Book
covers such topics as:the facts of infant sleep vs. The Sears family has learned from years of pediatric
practice, bolstered by their very own parenting encounters, that different babies possess different nighttime
temperaments -- and, of course, different families possess different lifestyles. they need to be taught. Instead
of espousing the type of "one technique fits all" strategy advocated in additional baby sleep manuals, the
Sears family members explains ways to create a sleep program that suits the needs of your entire
family.Infants don't automatically know how to sleep during the night; adult sleepfiguring out where, when,
and how your child sleeps bestfail-safe options for soothing a crying infanthow to make night nursing less
complicated, and how exactly to stopnighttime fathering tipswhether co-sleeping is practical for younap-
period strategies that workmedical and physical causes of night wakingsleep practices in special
circumstances such as for example traveling, teething, and illness
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Fascinating Read!! I never review anything. However, this book is vital for any new mom. The difference if
you ask me was this: whereas additional methods are presented by the authors in a “make it flexible for
you” and “not all families are the same” way, Dr.5 month old. I was completely burnt out everyone kept
telling me to utilize the cry it out method. I understood in my gut it wasn't right for myself or my son. On
how to react to sleep troubles related to growth spurts, Sears instructs: “Temporarily shelve all energy-
draining activities that can be put on hold for a while so you can conserve your energy for extra feedings.
Loved it.. Can't recommend this book enough! My baby is 4 mths and currently sleeping through the night.!
This is definitely fine for those who have followed attachment parenting and you are on the co-sleeping
train. We are co-sleeping and breastfeeding, so we got a whole lot out of this book! I love just how much the
authors encourage parents to be so hands on and meet every need of the infant! Mostly I'm happy to have co-
sleeping and night-nursing support. I purchased this book because although we didn't plan on it, we look for
ourselves practicing attachment parenting a lot more than any other style out presently there. After reading a
different rest training book I was disturbed by the tips but nonetheless needed to work out how to get my
little ones naps to lengthen and help her connect rest cycles during nighttime as well. Loved it. It did little
other than make us feel confident in our currently chosen choice to bed talk about. This book has been so
helpful for me! Up until six months old, I have been great with that but at this point, I can't continue steadily
to function like this. THEREFORE I got this book. My baby is 4 mths and already . However, the Kindle
edition can be missing all the diagrams and is not labeled by page quantities making it difficult to flip to a
suggested page for for more information when prompted. We are now a happily co-sleeping family members
(you will in actuality get more sleep sleeping this way) with a very included daddy. I am so glad I did.! I
followed all of the attachment parenting ideas in this book. No need for her to cry it out It includes useless
ideas to help child fall asleep like "rock in .. I bought this book, among other, NOT co-sleep favored books,
and love the practical approach of this one.I'm an individual mother to a beautiful litttle lady, who started
getting evening terrors at a yr old because of ignoring rest cues while attempting to give her father visits at
his lunch time. I needed help getting my old baby to sleep for longer periods (8 month olds usually do not
physically need to nurse 3 x per night), not help keeping her calm momentarily.. Great info, but poor
formatting for the Kindle Edition I found the content of the book to end up being overall very useful and
reinforcing of my own instincts when it comes to baby sleep. It offers useless tips to help child fall asleep
like "rock in a rocking chair". At least one other reviewer observed this same problems.. I'm pretty sure
we've all completed that.. I know how to comfort and ease and calm my baby. Sears’ preachiness grated on
me in a way that I came across almost offensive. I have the majority of his books. It basically just goes over
all of the factors you should simply hold your baby for all naps and invite to nurse forever. I have already
been blessed with a baby that they consider “high requirements” and I was having a hard time, feeling like I
was doing something wrong, and counting the amount of situations that she wakes up at night time. This
book has taught me that she just needs a little extra attention and comfort and motivated me to have a
different mind set! Similar to The no-cry sleep alternative by Elizabeth Pantley, except with a little bit more
focus on attachment parenting, nonetheless it will cover crib sleeping and bottle fed infants, well rounded
book. Co-sleeping reassurance That which was said resonates with my sense of how sleeping should go..
This book advises to cosleep and be a stay-at-home mom. Fortunately, he sees what's greatest for her is to
have a (relatively) structured sleep schedule, with information like what's in this reserve, to back me
up.There's very little info out there on single-mother sleep coaching, so I am glad this was--at least
briefly--addressed. Not helpful. My now 1.5yr older daughter is happy and healthy, and night-terror-free.
which I cannot do... Thinking about returning and purchasing the paperback edition because of this.
Informative Nothing dangerous or risky in this publication, informative and best for learning Judgmental
and Anachronistic We picked this up because I actually was looking for ways to adopt or also just
explanations for so why my baby was waking so often at night. Dr. This book might be of interest to



someone interested in cosleeping, but it had not been useful to me. He has a very clear agenda—as do many
of these baby sleep guides. I'm a ftm to a 3. Sears essentially accuses parents who use cry it out or don’t
focus on a baby’s hard habits as poor parents. I really love this book I really love this publication, gave me
the confidence to go with my gut instinct you don't have to sleep train you baby immediately. Less helpful if
you are a tired, middle of the street, want to do what’s greatest for my whole family person. This book is
also clearly geared towards mothers who stay house with their babies rather than those who work outside of
the house. In a desperate try to find a solution I found this book.” Right, I guess I’ll simply quit my job?
Read this should anyone ever want you or your baby to sleep Anything by Dr. Sears is crucial read to me.
Highly Recommend! Three Stars Meh. Love the Sears books Like the Sears books! It helped me understand
what was going on. This reserve was very helpful when my daughter had a huge sleep regression.
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